| Vendor Location | New Berlin, WI. | Madison, WI. | Rogers, MN. |

**620-57TH STREET, PARKING STRUCTURE**

| 12-223-31-476-005 |  |

| OPTION 1: CITY SCHEDULE | $339,000.00 | $357,000.00 | $252,214.00 |
| OPTION 2: WEEKEND WORK ONLY | $517,653.00 | $427,000.00 | $312,428.00 |
| + OPTION 3: SOUTH PUBLIC SIDEWALK | $10,000.00 | $20,000.00 | (INCL. W/ RAZE) |

**SUBS:**

- INTEGRITY ENV> SERVICES- ASBESTOS
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- INTEGRITY ENV> SERVICES- ASBESTOS
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- DAWES CRANE > DEMO ASSISTANCE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- DAWES CRANE > DEMO ASSISTANCE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- BINDELLI > CONCRETE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- BINDELLI > CONCRETE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- DC BURBACK> CONCRETE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- DC BURBACK> CONCRETE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- DC BURBACK> CONCRETE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

- DC BURBACK> CONCRETE
- SCHITZ REDI-MIX > RESTORATION ASST.
- NO DISPOSAL SITE OR BACK FILL SRCE
- AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED

Proposal Complete (Y / N) | AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED | AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED | AFF. / BONDING INCLUDED
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